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ये रात ये चााँदनी फिर कहााँ 

सनु जा फदल की दासताां1 

- साफहर लफुियानवी 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 From the Islamic religious perspective dil/ ātmā is made of fire, celestial  and immortal which is sitting in its 
binary counterpart jism, the body which is earthly. The dastan is supposed to come from the heart, which is 
pure, uncorrupted and sometimes raw.  
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Introduction 

Mazoor Ahtesham is a renowned  writer in the modern Hindi literature. He is one of the few 

Muslim voices in the modern Hindi literary canon.2 He gives a detailed picture of the Muslim 

society, which is undergoing a change within and, at the same time, is confronted by the 

change outside. Although, his cosmology is culturally Muslim, but his characters are like any 

other characters of the world literature. They go through the same torment of insecurity, 

helpless in the ever changing surrounding.  

Manzoor’s texts are complex, ornated and multi-layered. It takes time and passion to peal the 

layers after layers. The Tales of The Missing Man is his favourite novel, and he showed his 

mastery in structure and subject matter in this masterpiece. It is a metafictional mock memoir 

of a mock romance hero. It is called a metafiction  because ‘’the novelist attempts to show the 

novel from the inside out so that the creative process itself is exposed’’. 3 The mock undertone 

keeps this structurally complicated novel in one piece. It novel may be named as a local 

topographical novel where the protagonist loses and finds peace in the space of the lake city 

Bhopāl.  

One may call it as author’s commentary on present India which goes through rapid 

metamorphoses. New supermarkets have been built at the site of the protagonist’s childhood 

heaven. Peaceful people have been forced to choose between the extremist’s opposites. There  

is less and less room for the peaceful go -between people who have been left behind from the 

progressive drive. They are fed with extremism and fanatism. The fanatics dismantle the 

multicultural, multireligious existence of India. The author propagates Sufism and disgusts 

any extremism which threatened the peaceful coexistence of the Hindu and the Muslim 

communities in India. It is interesting and as well as a great opportunity for the readers to 

share the Muslim perspective to look at the different political changes in India while they read  

the novel.  

The book  must have been thought in Urdu but written in Hindi so the language in the book 

plays a significant role to place it in the Hindi mainstream literary canon. The tale of the 

bystander Zamir achieves a sense of belonging to the non-urdu readers through Hindi 

language. It is not exotic anymore but at the same time, it does not lose the attraction of the 

unrevealed. Grunebaum-Stark did not leave any stone unturned to present  the best of this 

novel to the English readers. The language of the novel is smooth and easy and 

simultaneously, not feeble to bear the weight of the original language of the novel. 

Structurally, it is a circular novel. The readers start at the present and go through the 

memories and come back to the present again. The author does not give a definite answer but  

invites the readers to find their own answer.  

 
2 https://minds.wisconsin.edu/bitstream/handle/1793/11957/23stark_thesis.pdf?sequence=2 , accessed Jan 6, 
2022 
3 https://doi.org/10.2307/376420 , accessed Jan 6, 2022  
 
 

https://minds.wisconsin.edu/bitstream/handle/1793/11957/23stark_thesis.pdf?sequence=2
https://doi.org/10.2307/376420
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Personally, it was a pure enjoyment to read the novel, understand and enlighten by it during 

the dark and cold months of the pandemic years in Sweden.  

The Author  

Manzoor Ahtesham was born in Bhopal on the 3 April in 1948. He was a significant Muslim 

writer in Hindi literature. He wrote about  the Muslims in the post-1947 India with  the recent 

stressing communal relation as the background.  He had great command on Hindi, Urdu and 

English languages and literature.4 

His parents wanted him to be an engineer and he studied in the prestigious Sardar Vallabhbhai 

Government Polytechnic, which was later called Maulana Azad National Institute of 

Technology, but he dropped out of the college without receiving a degree. Later he tried his 

luck in the  pharmaceutical business and then in late 70s,  he joined his brother Aijaz Gafoor 

who is a well-known interior designer in Bhopal 5 in his furniture and interior decoration 

trade. He was not so deeply involved in the business as he was  ardent about literature. 

Writing was his primary passion. 6  

He was praised for his vast reading and deep understanding of the English, Hindi, and Urdu 

literature.  Though he wrote mainly about  the middle-class Muslim families but the struggle 

to term with the fast-changing Indian society seems to be an everyman’s feeling of a vast 

group of people in modern India.  

He came from a middle-class family in Bhopāl  which originally had come from Afghanistan. 

Many Bhopālīs have a historical connection with Afghanistan where the mercenary Mughal 

soldier Dost Mohammad Khan came from to help the Gond queen Rani Kamlapati to seek 

justice and who later established the city Bhopāl. Bhopālīs was ruled by a series of Muslim 

women rulers, Begums. A Hindu population ruled by the Muslim women rulers is rare in the 

Indian history. This pleasant weather of Bhopāl which is situated high on the  Deccan plateau 

and the abundance of lakes have created a Lucknowian doab tehzīb  where Hindus and  

Muslims have been living in a peaceful harmony. Certainly, this religious coexistence  of 

Bhopāl benefited Ahtesham in forming his perspective towards the world.  

He was acknowledged for his good looking, modesty, and  unpretentious, amiable, and  

amicable lifestyle. 7 Religion was not important for him. 8 He played a professor in the well 

awarded Merchant Ivory film Muhafiz ( In Custody) in 1983. He died of Covid on 25 April 

 
4 https://www.frontlist.in/a-tribute-to-manzoor-ahtesham-a-man-buried-in-his-books/?bamp-skip-redirect=1 , 

accessed Jan 6, 2022 

5 https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-
madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03, accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
6 https://www.pustak.org/index.php/books/authorbooks/Manzoor%20Ehtesham, accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
7 https://www.thehindu.com/society/writer-manzoor-ahtesham-passed-away-in-bhopal-from-covid-
19/article34436733.ece , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
8 https://www.frontlist.in/a-tribute-to-manzoor-ahtesham-a-man-buried-in-his-books/?bamp-skip-redirect=1 , 
accessed Jan 6, 2022  
 

https://www.frontlist.in/a-tribute-to-manzoor-ahtesham-a-man-buried-in-his-books/?bamp-skip-redirect=1
https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03
https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03
https://www.pustak.org/index.php/books/authorbooks/Manzoor%20Ehtesham
https://www.thehindu.com/society/writer-manzoor-ahtesham-passed-away-in-bhopal-from-covid-19/article34436733.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/society/writer-manzoor-ahtesham-passed-away-in-bhopal-from-covid-19/article34436733.ece
https://www.frontlist.in/a-tribute-to-manzoor-ahtesham-a-man-buried-in-his-books/?bamp-skip-redirect=1
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2021. Earlier his wife and his elder brother died of the same epidemic disease. He left two 

daughters and a brother.    

Publications : 

In 1973 he published his first short story  ‘’Ramajan Mein ek Maut’’ (A Death During 

Ramadan,)9 which was later become the title of his short story anthology, published in 1982. 

His other short story anthologies are Tasbīh ( (The Rosary) published in 1988, following by 

Tamāśā tathā anya kahāniyaṃ (The Spectacle and Other Stories)  published in 2001. In 1980 

he wrote a  play Ek tha Badshah (There Once was a King) with a co-author Satyen Kumar.  

His first novel Kuch Din Aur (A Few More Days ) came out in 1976 but not until his second 

novel Sukha Bargat (A Dying Banyan )  was published in 1986 he received the deserved  

recognition. The novel was later  translated by Kuldip Singh in 2005.  Dastan e Lapata is his 

third novel which was published in 1995. His other two novels Basrat Manzil  and Pahar 

Dhalte were published respectively in 2004 and 2007.10  

Sukha Bargad tells the story of a middle-class family in the Muslim community  who live in 

Delawadi forest area in  Southern Bhopal in the abundance of Bargad tress. It tells us about 

the family’s constant struggle to cope with the metamorphosis of Modern India amid the 

looming alarm of communal animosity.   

In 2007 New York   magazine listed the novel Dastan e Lapata  as one of the World’s best 

untranslated novels.11 Eleven years later Jason Grunebaum and Ulrike Stark from the 

University of Chicago translated the work under the title The Tale of The Missing Man which 

won awards like The Global Humanities Translation Prize.   

Ahtesham was highly influenced by the major institutes like Bharat Bhawan and by  

renowned cultural authorities  like the film and theatre directors Babukodi Venkataramana 

Karanth, Habib Tanvir or writer like Shani Gulsher Ahmed. 

In 2011 he published a new novel called Madrasa ( The School) which reaffirmed the 

Ahteshamian style of resistance  writing where the write has become matured enough to 

invent their own style of political incorrectness, and Hindi-Urdu code mixing. The characters 

in the novel seem independent to go through the metamorphosis under the observant eyes of 

the  writer and the readers. The character’s experience in the ‘’struggle of becoming’’ 

enriches the reader’s life with new glimpse of light contrasting the chaotic topological and 

temporal background. 12   

 
9 http://pratilipi.in/manzoor-ahtesham/ , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manzoor_Ahtesham , accessed Jan 6, 2022  

11 https://publicseminar.org/2018/08/the-tale-of-the-missing-
man/#:~:text=In%202007%2C%20New%20York%20Magazine,milestone%20in%20Indo%2DMuslim%20literatur
e  , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
12 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17998929 , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 

http://pratilipi.in/manzoor-ahtesham/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manzoor_Ahtesham
https://publicseminar.org/2018/08/the-tale-of-the-missing-man/#:~:text=In%202007%2C%20New%20York%20Magazine,milestone%20in%20Indo%2DMuslim%20literature
https://publicseminar.org/2018/08/the-tale-of-the-missing-man/#:~:text=In%202007%2C%20New%20York%20Magazine,milestone%20in%20Indo%2DMuslim%20literature
https://publicseminar.org/2018/08/the-tale-of-the-missing-man/#:~:text=In%202007%2C%20New%20York%20Magazine,milestone%20in%20Indo%2DMuslim%20literature
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17998929
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 His writing does not record any soothing story but the struggling stories which put us to face 

the questions we the readers bear inside. The writing does not have any clear answer to 

deliver but they give the reader to reach their won answer to their own questions. 

Madrasa picks up the controversial interreligious marriage issue-whether religion should 

unite or divide people, whether humanity rather than religion should be given importance. 13   

 Awards: 

He received Shrikant Verma Memorial Award for his second novel  Sukha Bharat  which was 

translated in English under the title A Dying Banyan. His third novel  Dastan-e-Lapata  

received  Indian Language Council, Calcutta Award, Veer Singh Deo Award .  

In 1995 he received  Vagishwari Award for his second short story collection Tasbeeh ( 

Tasbīh) and the Shikhar and the Pahal Samman for his other collected works.  

In 2003 he received the fourth highest  Indian Nation Civil Award  'Padma Shri' for his 

contribution in Hindi literature though he preferred to receive the Sahitya Akademi award 

than the national honour. He was short listed for the Sahitya Akademi award but never 

received it.  

He received also other awards like Shikhar Samman , Bhartiya Bhasha Parishad Purushkar 

during his 73 years of  life.   

Bhopal is known to the world as the epicentre of the horrible Industrial Disaster of the Union 

Carbide plant which immediately killed people in thousands and more over time. The name of 

the city evokes the  horrible scene of the people who lost their sight in the accident. Bhopal 

became a lively character in Manzoor’s writing. Manzoor scrutinises his Bhopal with laser 

sharp accuracy. Not a single change in the town’s silhouette misses his watchful literary eyes.  

The Tale of the Missing Man describes the life of an anti-Romance hero who suffers from the 

postmodern syndrome – a mixture of alienation, guilt, insecurity, and anxiety. The strained 

communal  relation between the Muslims and the Hindus in the post independent years  serves 

as the background. 14  

Dastan-e-Lapata was translated into English by Jason Grunebaum and Ulrike Stark under the 

title The Tale of the Missing Man. It was also translated in German and several other Indian 

vernaculars.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-
madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03 , accessed Jan 6, 2022  
14 https://www.avpress.com/news/writer-who-brought-bhopal-to-life-dies/article_bc163684-b20a-11eb-a3e6-
6b468bac6105.html  , accessed Jan 6, 2022 

https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03
https://www.aajtak.in/literature/review/story/manzoor-ahtesham-birth-day-special-book-excerpts-from-madarsa-novel-649627-2019-04-03
https://www.avpress.com/news/writer-who-brought-bhopal-to-life-dies/article_bc163684-b20a-11eb-a3e6-6b468bac6105.html
https://www.avpress.com/news/writer-who-brought-bhopal-to-life-dies/article_bc163684-b20a-11eb-a3e6-6b468bac6105.html
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Ahtesham in the modern Hindi literature 

 

Dissatisfaction with  the pollical and the intellectual elites, lack of confidence in state or in 

authorities, corruption are common themes in the modern Hindi literature. There is no specific 

Muslim perspective on those subjects that has been noticed or praised by the critics or by the 

readers. One may agree with Ulrike Stark’s  observation that  literary texts  written in Hindi 

by the Muslim writers have not been praised with right honours in the modern Hindi 

literature.15 

Although most of these writers show  deviation from the religious Muslims themes and more 

focused on the Sufism and  trans-religious egalitarian thinking even then  they are treated as 

misfits, who themselves are struggling with their own identity like their created characters.   

  

Ahtesham’s characters are Muslims. This is a common phenomenon in India literature i.e., in 

Bengali literature where the writers limit their characters in their own community which 

constrains the characters into a religious boundary and at the same time adds to the texts an 

ethnological tincture. Writers intentionally describe the unusual religious rituals or traditions 

to contrast it with ‘modernity’ of the outer world and ‘’the religious conservatism’ ’of the 

inner world . On the other hand, it also shows  the religiously distant character of the two 

communities – the Muslims and the Hindus. 

 

Ahtesham  tries to give a  human look to otherwise mysterious , suspicious, stereotypical, 

religiously exotic Muslim characters who often are not visible in Hindi literature or even they 

appear , they appear as homogenous , religiously identifiable,  cardboard characters. 

Ahtesham’s characters face  the challenges of the identity fragmentation between  the modern, 

progressive and the  traditional, backward  Indian identities in the outer society  as  well as  

within the Muslim community, which is the identity crisis  between the traditional, religious 

and the cultural, secular Muslim identities. It a difficult balance act between the ‘shattered’ 

and ‘preserved’ existence. In the novel, the  sickness gives Zamir a double  vision capacity to 

be a participant as a well as an  observant of  his Muslim society like many other 

‘’Intellectual’’ Muslims in India who are ideologically leftist but  culturally connected to 

Islam. 

 

It is interesting how language influences the identity. Because of the restricted availability  of 

Urdu in the public domain, the pragmatic Muslims turn to English medium even though they 

cannot forget the defeat of  the Sepoy Mutiny in 1857. Zamir gets married on the 10 May 

many years after the outbreak of the real revolt. According to Stark ‘’Raza and Ehtesham are 

found to be the only authors to deal with the discrimination against and decline of Urdu as an 

aspect of the Muslim identity crisis.’’16 

 
15 https://minds.wisconsin.edu/bitstream/handle/1793/11957/23stark_thesis.pdf?sequence=2 , accessed Jan 
6, 2022  
16 https://minds.wisconsin.edu/bitstream/handle/1793/11957/23stark_thesis.pdf?sequence=2 , accessed Jan 
6, 2022 
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Ahtesham succeeded to present in texts the heterogeneity of Muslim community and their 

multiple identities like the four faced the capital lion of Ashoka. He succeeded to negate the 

distorted picture of the Muslim identity based on their religious belief. His Muslim characters 

suffers double threats to their identity due to the general change in the society as well as the 

change within the Muslim community. 

 

Ahtesham is aware of the consequence the Partition. After the partition , the loyalty of the 

Muslim community in India has been  questioned. They have been stripped off from their 

right of the common Indian history. On the other hand, Muslims in Pakistan suffer 

disappointment as the sate Pakistan cannot fulfil their expectation. He tries to reclaim the right 

of the Muslim community in history, in public space in India. Despite of the frustration his 

characters do not want to be  pawns in the hand of the extremists. He openly takes stand 

against any extremism. He wants to show the communal conflict not caused by the religion 

but  as a part of the general conflict of job, economy, and power.     
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The Summary 

The Tale of The Missing Man is  a novel by Manzoor Ahtesham which was translated  from 

Hindi by Jason Grunebaum and Ulrike Stark published  in 2018 by Northwestern University 

Press , Illinois .  

The novel was published in its Hindi original edition in  1995 by Rajkamal Prakashan. It was 

presented  as a story of a lāpatā ( person not accounted/ not documented, person without any 

trace, person who has vanished in thin air, person who has been let forgotten or left after,  

person who is not worth mentioning, the peripheral person, the missing person) who like the 

traditional oral romance dāstān hero looks for true love and dreams of showing  the world his/ 

her achievement. Zamir says ‘’I want pure love’’ (Chapter 2, Out in the city). 17  It was a 

departure from the  Sūkhā Bargat’ s  confined world to the world beyond, to the public world. 

Manzoor Ahtesham asks different uncomfortable questions and asks the readers to follow him 

in the adventurous journey in quest of the answers. There is no single answer, everyone finds 

his / her own answer. 18 

In the Hindi version the novel did not have a dedication page, or the quotation which is 

followed by the title page in the front matter. Like in the original Hindi edition the novel  is 

divided into three parts with a detailed content list. At the end of the novel the translators 

added their ‘Afterword’ and acknowledgments.  

The structure of  the book, which is neither a romance nor an autobiography, rather an anti or 

mock - genre  of those traditional ones gives the intended impression of  a memoir or an 

autobiography of the author. ( In the Indian context,  there is a little difference between these 

two genres- the autobiography and the memoir.). The famous biography Saty Ke Prayog 

Athavā ātmakathā ( originally written in Gujrati; in English  My Experiments with Truth) by 

Mahatma Gandhi19 has the same structural division and numbering tradition which is used in 

the novel.  

The first part 

Chapter 1 Doctor Crocodile 

The first part of the novel has thirteen chapters with a noteworthy last chapter ‘’Preface: An 

intervention’’ 

The protagonist retreats from reality now and then without any control. He loses himself in 

thoughts and appears back in the presence without any warning. ‘’ It’s like silence and a 

feeling of nonbeing.’’  The protagonist comes to see the doctor for a routine check-up. As 

 
17 https://www.exoticindiaart.com/book/details/dastan-e-laapata-novel-nzv939/ , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
18 https://www.exoticindiaart.com/book/details/dastan-e-laapata-novel-nzv939/ , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
 
19 https://www.amazon.com/Satya-Prayog-Athava-Atmakatha-Hindi-ebook/dp/B072HSP24K , accessed Jan 6, 
2022  
 

https://www.exoticindiaart.com/book/details/dastan-e-laapata-novel-nzv939/
https://www.amazon.com/Satya-Prayog-Athava-Atmakatha-Hindi-ebook/dp/B072HSP24K
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usual, the doctor repeats the earlier diagnosis. The protagonist does not have any physical 

disfunction. He is ‘‘the picture of health’’. The doctor is a friend of the protagonist’s elder 

brother Miyan Bhai, and he was for the first time taken to the doctor by this Miyan Bhai and 

his wife Rehanna ten years ago just after his father’s demise. ‘’His family member decided he 

was an ill man.’ But the doctor disagreed.  

On the ninth page of the novel, the protagonist revels his name Z A Khan - Zamir Ahmed 

Khan. ‘’The world goes from A to Z but’’ he happens to go towards the right opposite 

direction. He thinks that his ‘’attempts  to do something ‘’ lead to his disease. He has not 

‘’been able to accomplish a single thing.’’ He has ‘’developed the habit of thinking all 

wrong’’.     

Chapter 2 Out in the City 

The narrator Bhopālī takes a walk through the city while he is journeying through his past in 

his head - ‘’the joy of having two daughters, the night of the gas leak, his mother’s death and 

working with the Junkman Sharafat at the Treasure Trove’’. He sees the changes of the city’s 

new  make-up and  thinks that ‘’those who refused  to accept’’ the reality will be classified as 

ill.  

He remembers the winter night when he told Aziz aka Acchan that all he wanted was true 

love and nothing more and Aziz told him after a pause that you needed to ‘’have  a little 

money in your pocket’’ to find true love  in a society where financial wealth is an index of 

achievement in life and to be accounted as a visible, worthy  person to be loved.  

He leaves his work as he thinks that he was not doing anything worthy at  Junkman Sharafat’s  

shop the Treasure Trove. After all those years he thinks that he has been unfairly treated. It 

was impossible for  Sharafat and his son Salamat ‘’could possibly have launched the business 

successfully without Zamir Ahmed Khan.’’ A saffron flag flew from a jeep om the road’’ in 

the background. Zamir has difficulty in recognising people.   

Chapter 3 Back at Home 

At home, his mother’s parrot welcomes him. It reminds him of his Ammi Jaan who was his 

last place of peace after his father’s death. He stopped going to the Treasure Trove but soon 

his wife Rahat started to complain about him being in full health and even though he was 

staying home and not  doing something.  

Zamir loses himself for some time and thinks about India. Which way goes the progression?  

Quo vadis?  ‘’The third world has made you its leader just as the third-class carriages have 

been eliminated from the trains.’’ And the din of the crowd roars in unison’’ like his mother’s 

parrot ‘’ Sare jahan se accha…’’  

Rahat decides to leave with their daughters : Sana and Saba. Zamir does not try to stop them 

as he thinks that ‘’they’d have gone anyway’’. He thinks that ‘’When the carbon copy of his 

life replaced the original him, his wife had transformed into a laundress, cook, sweeper, 

private prostitute’’ she must leave. He misses them much when they left. He prays to Allah to 

give him the courage to convince his wife and wife’s family to come back. He feels that his 

prayer reaches to God but then he is not sure what happens with it later.   

Chapter 4 The Underground, Upstairs  
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When Rahat leaves, their  living room on top floor of their joint family house turns into his 

‘’underground den’’.  He takes up writing again which has been his ‘’long standing 

weakness’’ ...’’But was Zamir Ahmed Khan among the doers?’’ In his childhood  their Quran 

teacher  Maulvi Mohammad Ahmed Khan used to predict his future ‘’ When this one grows 

up, he’s only going to be a cow herder anyway… And if that doesn’t work out, you can 

always learn half the alphabet and how to count to ten and become a muezzin.’’  He thinks 

that Maulvi prediction has become true, and he is sitting alone in an empty room like the 

prayer caller of the mosque. Then he remembers Murshad, the blind muezzin. 

Chapter 5  Murshad 

Vivek who might have been Zamir’s boyfriend was surprised to hear that Zamir announced to 

marry Rahat even though then he did not have any job to ensure an income to take care of 

Rahat. He lied to Vivek and said that soon he would get a job. He did not want  to end up like 

blind Murshad who used to beg for his meal after the evening prayer. The marriage helped 

him,  as their parents had though, to recover himself from his suicidal depression. He wants to  

write about the dream of  Murshad,  the blind prayer caller and about other two important 

people in his life : Phaphu biya, his mother’s aunt and Dulhan Chachi. He thinks of writing 

Phaphu Biya’s  bungalow under a nom de plume.   

Chapter 6 Phaphu Biya 

Zamir remembers  Phaphu Biya who died when he was little and their bungalow in the centre 

of the city which was his paradise. His father’s older brother Bare Abba divided the property 

among the family members. Phaphu Biya  suffered from tuberculosis , his husband had died 

earlier, and her son had committed suicide after a quarrel with his father, but it was a family 

taboo to tell the truth about his death. Everyone remembered him who died in a hunting 

accident. Phaphu Biya was Amma’s parental aunt and also  his parental aunt in a normal 

labyrinth of relation in a Muslim joint family. After her death, everyone was interested about 

her bungalow.  

Tabassum Apa who was  one among the mourners was possessed by the Jinn and her screams 

and whispering words under Jinn’s seizure were interpreted by those who were interested in 

the property in their favour. Zamir’s childhood paradise became the Muslim’s Karbala and the 

Hindu’s Kurukshetra. Later Bare Abba divided the house ignoring the emotional connection 

to the property. After the court order , Zamir sold his part, and nobody owns any part of the 

paradise anymore. Tabassum Apa has become a part of the happiness story of the country. A 

market has been erected in the place of the paradise.  

Chapter 7 : Dulhan Chachi 

Dulhan Chachi was his maternal grandfather’ s sister who was known to have become a 

dervish while she was praying. Later she was cured but she was often called crazy after that 

temporary sickness period. She used to scorn the people who blamed Satan for their own 

misconducts. She sold her house in the city and used the money to do a hajj, one of  duties 

that every Muslim should perform if they can afford. She also dug a well in the middle of the 

village to ensure the blessing of all the people who drank water from that well even after her 

death. While others wished to die in the holy land during the pilgrimage to be awarded more 

in the afterlife, Dulhan Chachi was happy to be back home alive as she remembered her 

journey as a torment than a holy ritual.   
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Chapter 8 The Grand house and Apyaya  

Zamir remembers Bhai Jaan , Bhabi Jaan, Phaphu Amma, Abbas bhai, Aapa Jaan, Nasrat 

Bhai, Kalim Miyan or Kalim bhai. Kalim bhai could not talk. He was called Apyaya which 

means a person who brings bad luck, or  a person cursed. Surprisingly,  he was named cursed 

not for  his disability, but for the reason that he could only say ‘’Apayaya’’. It was said that he 

was very talkative in his childhood, and he was named Kamil , the talkative , the learned and 

then he swallowed a coin and lost his voice and hearing. Apayaya was given the worst role  of  

a robber in the Police -thief games.   

Chapter  9  White Lies  

Vivek and Zamir  meets in a discussion on the present situation of humanity and tries to find  

the answer ‘’How will society survive when the value of humans, even humanity itself  has 

sunk so low?’’ Zamir thinks that the world will end because of him, and people like him. Self-

blaming and self-pity have become a new trend. Zamir feels sorry for the old, nearly blind nut 

seller from  whom he used to buy things in credit and has not paid back his debt. He also 

cheated an old  half -crippled  hawker in his childhood. He remembers the story which  he 

heard about the fire at his grandfather’s  lumber store.  Some unnamed jealous people put fire 

and ruined his business. He remembers how he met Vivek at school. Zamir and Vivek mean 

the same – ‘’conscience’’ and the only difference is in their etymology. 

Chapter 10 A Very Short Three and a Half Minutes    

Zamir remembers the memory of  the rainy season and the red-velvet bug. ‘’School and home 

were as different as heaven and earth.’’ His father sent him to an English school against his 

own principle as if he tried to locate the demarcation line between religion and the world.  

‘’More than a hundred years had passed since the Mutiny of 1857, and some fifteen years 

since India’s independence, yet his family’ disdain for outward signs of Englishness remained 

as steadfast as it was superficial.’’ He remembers the scene when he met, for the first time, his 

Pakistani niece whom he called Akka following the Marathi tradition of his classmate. He had 

a sense of comfort knowing that Akka was listening to the same song on the 78 RPM vinyl 

record which he gave her as a present. He wonders if his life could fit in  the same time span 

of a 78 RPM -  three and a half minutes or if  his life is like a three-and-a-half-minute song 

comparing to the endless time on the earth.    

Chapter 11 Bhai Miyan  

Bhai Miyan comes to ask him about his health and his relationship with his wife Rahat while 

he is still  under the spell of Rumi’s  Masnavi. Bhai Miyan advises him to go with Rahat  to 

Bombay and have his eyesight checked. They talk about Sharafat Miyan for whom ‘’the good 

life is his birth right’.   

Chapter 12 The Railway Platform 

He goes to the railway station and remembers the game of flattening Gwalior coin on the train 

tracks. He hopes that he defeats the burglars who hide inside him and waits for the next train 

which will come to save him. A voice inside asks him to ‘’hand out amulets for living’’ and 
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‘’pray at the grave of a fake saint and forget about the dust and dirt of the world, woven 

around you like a spider’ s web.’’ 

Chapter 13 Preface : an intervention 

We have a new narrator : the writer of the novel . 

The writer writes a preface after the first part of the novel which transgresses all traditions of 

a novel as a genre. He tries to make clear that  ‘’Zamir’’ or’’ he’’ is not the same. ’ The writer 

and the protagonist look alike so do the fictional and the real Bhopal. The time that the novel 

describes is identical to the real time -the years between the  40s  and the 80s. He thinks that 

every person lives within his/ hers imagined character and it is very difficult to differentiate 

between  the twos. He called Zamir his missing man or his alter ego.  He mocks Zamir’s 

attempt to try his hand in poetry. He gives some account of his life. He takes up the issue of 

Punjab , Kashmir,  Assam  and the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid controversy and  the 

communal animosity of everyday life. He agrees that he was also sick, but he received 

treatment and got well. His wife returned home. He points out that  

‘’Abba , Amma, Bare Abba, Phaphu Amma, Bhai Jaan, Akka, Aisha, Anisa , 

Vivek, Aziz aka Acchan, Murshad, Dulhan Chachi-all these characters you’ve 

been introduced to or will be. All of them are my principal capital investment 

from which the Lost Bhopālī enjoys the profits.’’ 

He admits that the relationship between the protagonist and the writer is difficult to dissect. 

He himself has difficulties to recognise who is who.  

 

The Second Part  

The second part contents fifteen chapters with a second intervening  chapter ‘’ One more 

Intervention : A reintroduction’’  

Chapter 1 The Cave 

We have a scene from the Cave, a name given by Zamir to a room which resembles the 

catacomb of an old fort where people can talk about literature to politics to history to sports, 

where the successful and the unsuccessful can take refuse from the real world. Zamir comes 

to the Cave after a long absence, but he is still worried about his world which has been 

divided and transformed into countless undergrounds.  

Chapter 2 His first Drink 

He remembers his first incident of drinking alcohol. Vivek’s Mamaji insisted that he took a 

sip of  whiskey. He had a feeling of  foolishness when he swallowed the drink. The same kind 

of foolishness which he had when he had gone to the Hussainiwala Checkpoint on the India-

Pakistan border.  His life was divided  in two halves- before and after drinking and he began 

to enjoy the new half of his life although he resented much after the first sip and asked for 

Allah’s forgiveness.  
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Chapter 3 Love, Ten Weeks Long 

Zamir remembers his love relation with Aisha which began with lending Hindi workbooks. 

But the affair could not develop long as, after a while, Aisha stopped coming to school.  

The chapter ends with an anecdote which was heard at the Cave about a Muslim interviewee  

who asked for a job in the handicapped quota. The interviewer was surprised and asked if all 

his limbs were not working. The interviewee replied that he was a Muslim impaired.      

Chapter 4 Leaving for Aligarh  

Zamir did  a good result and decided to leave Bhopal to study at Aligarh. After his one-sided 

love  affair, he did not think that Bhopal was the right place to live any longer. People around 

did  not like his deep relation with Vivek. He describes his departure as the mixture of Hajj 

journey and deportation journey over the forbidden Black water on a life sentence. Ha asked  

Vivek not to come to the station as he did not want to give any topic of talking to the Bhopālīs 

with ‘’small minds’’. Zamir lost his second love within a year’s time. 

 

Chapter 5 A Mistake 

Zamir forcibly found himself  in one of the reformists and the conservatives wings at Aligarh 

though he was not interested in either side. His father used to write letters to him, Vivek did 

not. He discovered his cognitive limitation in math.  He describes his years at the university as 

the Chinese torture. He left Aligarh after having just finished The Passage to India.   

Chapter 6  

Leaving the Cave 

Zamir leaves the Cave and  strolls on the empty streets  of Bhopāl with an expectation of 

meeting someone in the middle of the night. He confesses of his infidelity.  

Chapter 7 Back to Bhopal.  

He goes back to his memory. He describes his relationship then with Vivek as the relation 

between India and Pakistan. He took  admission at the engineering college in Bhopal but 

because of the unrest the college closed down soon.  

He met his course mate Aziz aka Achhan at the New Market. Zamir  felt embarrassed to 

explain him his relationship with Vivek.  

Chapter 8  Ikram Sahib 

Zamir went to Ikram Sahib who was a friend of Nasrat Bhai. Both of them were a frequent 

visitor at his house. 

Chapter 9 Anisha I 

Zamir met Anisha  in the same  hospital.  Zamir skipped classes to see Anisha and gave her 

André Gide’s biographical novel  Strait is the Gate . So many years after that  incident , he 

feels ashamed of his  present. Then he did not read the novel. 
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Chapter 10 Confrontation with Vivek 

Vivek’s new friend Asim came  between Zamir and Vivek like Kashmir between India and 

Pakistan. Anisha gave Zamir the keys to her house and  the relation between Zamir and Vivek 

worsened.  

Chapter 10 Anisha II 

The bond between Anisha and Zamir as brother and sister and even more  seemed to last for 

forever. But after six months their relation took the downturn. Anisha felt hurt as  Zamir 

wanted to send a birthday card to Akka in Pakistan. A person came to Anisha for help at the 

hospital. They left  for the hospital.  

Chapter 11  A Disclosure 

Zamir went to Anisha’s house afterwards to meet her, but she was not there. After few days, 

Zamir received a short note from Anisha to come to her house. Zamir felt uneasy seeing 

Anisha smoking and drinking alcohol. Anisha told Zamir that she wanted to know him as a 

man, as a friend. She wanted to tell Zamir something about her past life. 

 Chapter 12 The beginning of an End 

Anisha told Zamir about her past life. After her parents’ death, she was given shelter at her 

maternal uncle who was sexually unsatisfied with his wife. Anisha was warned few many 

times about her Mamu’s intention and about his sexual adventure. But one day her Mamu did 

with  her what he wanted to. She felt disgust, hate and sin for the first time. Afterwards,  she 

felt that it was her duty and satisfied her uncle whenever he summoned her. Zamir wanted to 

console her as a brother, but she became angry at Zamir as he did not understand that she 

wanted him to be a friend and more than a friend. She asked him to leave and threw his 

Sigmund Freud book at him as he left her house.  

Chapter 12 An End 

Zamir gathered  all the things that Zamir and Anisha had brought together and disposed them 

in a well, but this void made him feel even worse.  Zamir missed to send a card on Anisha’s 

birthday and the day after, he found out in the newspaper that Anisha had committed suicide. 

After Anisha’s death Vivek became close to Zamir again.  

Chapter 13 One more Intervention A reintroduction 

The writer reiterates that  Zamir,  who ‘’is by all counts the embodiment of weakness’’,  is 

only a product of his imagination and let us leave  Zamir to ‘’syapa’’ the Panjabi word for 

lament. Later he says that the relationship between Zamir and Anisha  is ‘’ all lies , fabrication 

, horse manure. A meaningless authorial flight of fancy!’’ The cynical writer comments on the 

politics of the year 1967. The lost Bhopālī Zamir was not benefited from the political change  

after 1947 in the country. ‘’ Edward, George , and Victoria have all been replaced by 

homegrown heroes.’’  

The writer thinks , he needs to open a chapter on his life to show that his life is different from 

that of Zamir. He gives  account of another version of the story what happed to his life. The 

girl he met at the medical college was in love relation with the writer and later married a 
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doctor friend. The writer suffered a lot but kept his promise to attend her wedding as her 

brother. By this way, he became a friend of her husband later.  

He concludes that to provoke imagination you need to have some truth and admits that he 

wrongly used a poem written after 1970 but he included it in a conversation which took place 

in 1967. He thinks that the artists should have freedom to have their own  sense of Time and 

History.  

The Third Part 

The  third part accommodates fourteen chapters with an Epilogue.  

Chapter 1  

Aziz aka Acchan: The trailer of the World in Pictures 

Aziz Pathan was the closest person to Zamir who could share his deepest secret during the 

drunken mehfils. Aziz served all Bhopālīs who were in a rush to earn quick money.  His 

business of proving girls, commissioning tenders, gambling and black-marketing served the 

people who contributed to the  happiness indicator of the country. 

Chapter 2  

Sabbah’s Paradise 

Aziz stayed and slept in a room equipped with all the gears of pleasure. He named the room as 

Sabbah’s Paradise.  He had also expensive books which he bought cheap. The God of Sin20 

was the only Hindi book  that he had in his possession.  With Aziz , Zamir’s drinking went 

bad to worse.  

Chapter 3  

The Degree Dilemma 

Vivek  urged Zamir from time to time to get a degree. He started college again. Aziz Aka 

Acchan recited Allama Iqbal : ‘’Better be a human than an angel, though it’s much more work 

and toil’’ and  told him that he could manage a degree for him if he wanted. Zamir declined.  

Chapter 4 

Mayaprasad and Trying to Stand on your Own Feet 

At the college,  Zamir started spending time with people who were not interested in earning a 

degree. He met Mayaprasad who took care of countless pigeons. With the help of  a kind 

professor Zamir find a tuition job but at the end of the month he was blessed with praise and 

blessing instead of money. 

Chapter 5 Aziz, About to take off 

In 1972 in the middle of political ‘’ topsy -turvy’’ Aziz quietly left for USA. 

 

 
20 https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/43251820-god-of-sin , accessed Jan 6, 2022 
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Chapter 6 Sailor on Horseback 21  

Zamir felt that he and Aziz turned their back to their family and the tradition and reached  a 

neutral ground where they both could meet each other in their own condition. That made them 

close friends. Aziz gave him ten thousand rupees in exchange of a promise that Aziz would 

keep his mouth shut about his departure to USA. Zamir was to say that he went to Bombay.  

Chapter 7  With Aapa-at Ease 

Zamir went to his sister’s house and found out that his niece was going to be married to his 

once partner  Idris Miyan’s son Karim.  

Chapter 8 Things Happen for the Best 

With the money he received from Aziz , Zamir started a business with Idris Miyan but lost all 

his investment. It was 1975, Emergency was declared. Zamir thinks that he was cheated, and 

Emergency was a lame excuse. As a revenge, Zamir took the typewriter from the office. It 

was  then when  Zamir was taken to the doctor for the first time.  

Chapter 9 Junkman Sharafat  

In 1978 , Sharafat Miyan opened his junk shop and asked Zamir to join him for his skill in 

English and salesmanship.   

Chapter 10  Vasima Begum 

Beautiful and rich Vasima Begum was a frequent visitor at the Treasure Trove. When 

Sharafat did business with Vasima Begum, Zamir took upon the responsibility of giving  

Vasima his sympathy and love.  He started to spend time with Vasima  at her bungalow the 

Shoreline.   

When Zamir’s  first daughter Saba was born, he did not want his wife Rahat to feel hurt. He 

declined Vasima’s  offer to follow her to the USA and her request to leave Rahat and Saba. 

Vasima started a new affair with Sharafat Miyan behind Zamir. Sharafat accused him of 

embezzlement of goods which he had given to Vasima as presents. Sharafat made a list of 

goods which Zamir was to return or pay him back the price.  

Zamir was to leave the store when he received a message to see Rahat. 

 

Chapter 11 Face to Face with Rahat 

Rahat wanted to have divorce with Zamir. She asked what he did on the night of December 2 , 

1984 when the horrible gas leak tragedy  happened at Union Carbide factory in Bhopāl  

Chapter 12 December 2 , 1984 

 
21 https://www.enotes.com/topics/sailor-horseback/in-depth, accessed Jan 6, 2022 
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On that Sunday, Zamir and his ‘Dilli Wala’ friend planned to spend some good moment with 

a girl, but it did not work out according to the plan. He was woken up in the middle of the 

night by the landlord who told them about the Union Carbide accident and to run for life.  

The night of December 2,  1984 was the end of Zamir’s experiment with other ladies. 

Zamir remembered that they got married on May 10 and on the same day in 1857 India 

lunched its first war of independent.  

Zamir made up a story for Rahat to conceal the real story of that night.  

Rahat did not change  her mind about her getting divorced. 

Chapter 12  July 1987 

Vivek takes him to see a piece of land which he intended to buy. Zamir wants to sell his part 

of the house to Vivek to give back Rahat’s meher- bride price.  Zamir wants to do a new start 

in his life. He comes to know that Vivek has  joined ‘’Free the birthplace of Sri Ram 

movement.’’ He sees in front of his eyes all his late relatives to come to take him in their jeep 

for a ride.  

Chapter 13 Epilogue 

Voices of the policemen outside their house are  heard with a false assurance that everything 

is ok. It was the beginning of the communal riot after the demolition of the Babri Masjid. 

Zamir goes again in his deep memory. He sees  that he has  joined a  prayer for the missing- 

Salat al Ghaib.  
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Analysis of the Novel  

The Dāstāṃ (Dāstān, Dastan) 

Dastan is a popular oral gerne in Urdu and Persian literature. It is often said that the urdu 

literature is the mainly poetry. The  minor part of the literature which is in prose is consists 

,mainly, of dastans. Dastans which are originated as a genre in the Middle East in Pre-Islamic 

era are extended stories with labyrinths of plots with magical and fantastic beings and 

incidents. The genre is closely related to Persian masnavi/masnawi, Panjabi qissa or Sindhi 

waqayati bait and resembles the European genre of novel. From the Middle East, Dastan 

tradition came to Lucknow through Iran and Delhi. Dastan or Dastangoi also refers to the art 

of storytelling and in the 18th century, Dastangoi was the main entertain for all walks of 

people which was performed by professional storytellers in rich households , in chowks ( city 

squares) and in afeem khanas ( public opium parlours) 22. Persian dastan tradition used to 

focus on the adventurous life of the Prophet Mohammad’s paternal uncle Amir Hamza. Later 

the storytellers freely borrowed stories and integrated them  into the genre from the sources 

like     أَْلُف لَْيلٍَة َولَْيلَة  Alf Laylah wa-Laylah ( The Arabian Nights) or even from the  Paṃcatantra,  पञ्चतन्त्र, "Five 

Treatises’’. Traditional dastans tell the epic romance stories of struggling and maintaining the 

good name of the protagonist and his family. Sometimes the hero goes through the different 

tragedies in order to gain even greater prestige. He may live ‘dishonourable’ life to gain his 

and his society’s honour. The betrayal of a near one may come in the story. It is not only the 

physical journey or the journey through  the time  but the journey within the psyche of the 

protagonist.  23 Medieval romance sometimes depicts the suffering of the lover in a yearning 

for love of the beloved. The love relation can be in between men and women or between 

human and God. In Sufism, human quests to be in love with God so deeply that there will be 

no difference in those two entities.    

Structurally, The Tale of the Missing Man follow the romance pattern. Zamir, the protagonist, 

is struggling with the  unnatural thoughts -‘a misfit version of  Zamir’ inside him  and tries to 

gain full control on himself. He suffers dishonour, people misunderstand him. His wife Rahat 

leaves him, He mixes with bad companions like Aziz, the supplier of happiness to the 

progressive class of India or  the junk seller Sharafat Miyan who uses Zamir to gain his 

interest. He is betrayed by women like Aisha, Vasima Begum who maintains  another love 

affair with Sharafat Miyan behind his back. He is also betrayed by his closet friend Vivek 

who joins ‘’Free the birthplace of Sri Ram movement’’. All these struggles of the protagonist  

seem to be aimed at to fit in his family tradition. In the first chapter of the novel , Zamir is 

taken to the doctor for his ‘’abnormality’’ by the family members – his elder brother and his 

wife. It says that the ’’sickness’’ of Zamir is not only a private matter but an honour of the 

family. At the end of novel , Zamir meets his late family members in his vision and his father 

takes him to ‘’the prayer for the missing’’. Zamir overcomes his inner ‘demon’ and joins the 

head of the family- his father.   

On the other hand, one can argue that novel cannot be thematically included in the romance 

genre but in the mock romance canon. Unlike the traditional romance hero our protagonist 

 
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urdu-language_literature , accessed Jan 7, 2022 
 
23 https://www.jstor.org/stable/23525615 , accessed Jan 7, 2022 
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does not show any chivalry to win the heart of his love. Women along his own two daughters 

who he loves most leave him in different time of the story. Instead of struggling with the outer 

villains, he joins those people who are immoral in character. He talks life as comes. He, being 

a quixotic figure, is misunderstood by his surroundings. His ‘’more than friend’’ relation with 

a Hindu male Vivek does not glorify his family and his community.  It seems the author tries 

to present him as a mock hero in a mock romance novel.  

Split personality 

Zamir, Vivek and the writer are the same person within an entity- the novel. As if they are 

split personalities of the same person but they -different personalities-  know each other and 

try to negate their relation. The conflict can be compared with the dilemma that Zamir’s father 

faces when he tries to draw within himself the Radcliff line between the religious Muslim and 

the practical Muslim identity. 

 Although the writer denies that Zamir is not him but at the same time his life history does not 

differ much from his fictional protagonist. Ahtesham is tyring the underline the 

misunderstanding that the readers have of  the autobiographical novel genre. Having gathered 

the sprinkle of biographical information, one may conclude that the life of Zamir is very 

similar to the life of  Mazoor Ahtesham. The outer author of the inner story of Zamir claims 

that Zamir is his alter ego. But even though their life histories are similar, they are different- 

one is the creation of the other. Autobiographical novels are a fictional genre and may fail to 

match the incidents with the real events. It is a memory -world where the fact and the fiction 

are allowed to mix much. From psychology we know that often people have false memories  

which have a birth right for a happy life like Sharafat Miyan in the novel. The writer writes ‘’ 

I myself don’t know when imagination supplants reality and turns me into an imaginary 

being.’’ We understand that Ahtesham introduces here the Sufi dogma. Sufi and saints do not 

distinguish the difference between the lover  and the  loved one- human and Allah. It reminds 

us of the story of Hussain bin Mansoor who was hang for claiming   Anā al-Ḥaqq, Anā al-

Ḥaqq (I am the Truth, I am the Truth).  He took God within himself and could not 

differentiate anymore who was he himself and who was the God. The author tries to point out 

the deference between the piece of art and the reality. He shouts for the artistic freedom from 

the social norms about truth and reality. 

      

Mise en abyme  or the mock biographical meta fiction  

Here the writer uses a version of  the mise en abyme technique which is common in the 

Mughal miniature paintings. He criticizes his own autobiographical novel within the same 

novel. (Part1, Chapter 13). Ahtesham shows the process of making a novel inside out. The 

characters and the narrators communicate with the outer writer and beyond that layer, there is 

Manzoor Ahtesham who writes The Tales of the Missing Man. Moreover, the outer writer is 

making jokes of the inner characters for  not being reliable. There is sense of construction and 

deconstruction and at the end , all become fictional and unreliable narrators. The novel is 

certainly not an autobiography of Manzoor Ahtesham. Zamir is supposed to be the alter ego 

of the outer narrator but the narrator is not sure who is real and who is imagined and created.  
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The missing man 

It is interesting to see how Ahtesham plays with the term ‘’Lāpatā’’- The missing or 

unaccounted or a person without any address or the peripheral, invisible man. Maybe Zamir is 

the missing puzzle of the progressive India which is the necessary element to put the country 

into a balance. It seems, Zamir is looking for his real self who has been lost somewhere in his 

life. He tries to find him in his memory. Although he is well functioning,  he does not work. 

He seems to be playing sick. He seems to be the missing workforce which is needed to boost 

up the happiness index of the country even higher. Zamir seems to be always the person 

missing. He was not present when he was needed as a father, as a husband, as an engineer son 

to take care of the family. Maybe, he embodies the missing concept of the concept 

‘’missing’’. In the new progressive- India project, no one can be missing as if  it is a 

totalitarian project where there is no option for missing but, in reality, there are people who 

are not among these new, happy Indians. When Zamir comes back home from the doctor, he 

feels weak to take up a job. His wife Rahat points out that there is nothing missing in him and 

even though , it is a pity, he does not do anything. (Chapter: Face to face with Rahat) People 

do not see that something is missing in him as he should not miss anything. His male, bread 

earner role does not allow to have any concept of ‘’missing’’.    

Perhaps Zamir, which means conscience, is the uncomfortable element which is intended to 

be missed as he does not match in the profile of the progressive India, or that of the fanatic 

Hindu nationalist India, or that of the Kashmiri Jihadist India, or the profile of the Sweet 

Exotic Commonwealth India. He comes from a religious community which is supposed to be 

missed linguistically, historically. The history-resistant, once antisemitic world has found yet 

another religion to hate. India catches up with the trend. Perhaps Zamir is intended to be 

missed as he shows some deviation from the heterosexual norm of the society. He has a 

relation with Vivek which the Bhopālīs gossip about. He questions the religious identity, fails 

to be a good Quran learner instead he reads Rumi.  He mixes up the good with the bad. He 

does not match the profile of a good student. He drinks, cheats, fornicates. He does not even 

try to match himself with the socio-political victim’s or  the grave worshiping Darvish’s   

profile.   

The Kafkaesque absurd world 

The opening part of the novel begins with a chapter titled ‘‘Doctor Crocodile’’. It describes an 

absurd situation when the protagonist along with the family  and the society diagnoses him as 

sick, the doctor contradicts. It seems that the society has also a prescription or a readymade  

script for the role  of a normal sick person and he does not fit in those parameters. A sick man 

should be sick according to the social perception of a sick person. Otherwise, he would be 

considered as ‘not fit’ to be sick. It seems that there is a sickness but there is no treatment for 

that condition. The doctor appears to a supernatural crocodile with golden teeth.  

The chapter describes the social position of the protagonist Zamir Ahmed Khan and his 

undiagnosable disease in a contrast with the achievement of the gold teethed  Doctor 

Crocodile who is a representative of the new progressive ‘’India’s nouveau riche’’. The 

narrator, in a way, comes to an agreement with the readers to  tell ‘’the truth, the whole truth 

and nothing but the whole truth’’ but with a post scriptum that ‘’ Anyway, you do not believe 

what people tell you.’’ The truth is demanded most at the doctor’s chamber and the 

advocate’s office. Questions arise about the nature of truth. Individual’s truth should meet the 
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expectation of the society. The private truth should resemble the public truth. There is an eery 

sense of totalitarianism when the protagonist repeats the projection of his surrounding  :  ‘’He 

had developed the habit of thinking all wrong’’. The state is suspicious of the Muslim’s 

loyalty whether they are telling the truth or not.  

The protagonist is an everyman of the leftovers  of the prosperous India who have been made 

to believe that  they have not ’been able to accomplish a single thing.’’ Zamir does not believe 

in any authority in the society. He has feeling that everyone cheated him and even though 

there is no one to blame neither Union Carbide leak nor her wife who left him with his two 

daughters.  He has made himself  a problem when there is no problem. He is sarcastic about 

the almighty’s ‘‘double faced jokes’ ‘on him. He does not have any faith on doctors, on 

lawyers or on politicians.     

Language hierarchy  

The writer talks about the Language hierarchy in India. Here the narrator continues with his 

sarcasm. He says that the Treasure trove needed a first-class salesman with a good  command 

in English to gain the trust of the customers. ‘’you and your words, they cast a spell on 

customers.  ( Part 1, Chapter 2). It is notable here that Ahtesham put down his Urdu thoughts  

in Hindi as to blur the difference between the languages , between the people  and wished for 

an egalitarian society.    

The Muslim situation 

The narrator describes the situation of the Muslims  in the world and in India in an undertone. 

Zamir’s Quran teacher ‘’always tried to find the bright side of otherwise ugly events ‘’: the 

partition of India, the dismal state of Muslims, the fast disappearance of Urdu, Arabic and 

Persian culture in India. He is also self-critic. Maulvi sahib used to say  that it  needs only to 

learn half the alphabet and the knowledge of counting to ten  to become a muezzin. ( Part 1, 

Chapter 4) 

The narrator is open about his suicidal thinking which is a taboo topic  in the Muslim 

community. He says about his parents’ stereotypically thought that the marriage would save 

their son from suicide and cure him from his mental sickness. He says boldly ‘’ How many 

prayers can an ordinary man pray anyway? Sooner or later , even prayer and worship grew 

tiresome and boring.’’ ( Part 1, Chapter 5) 

It talks about the taboo topic  of mental sickness. The different concepts of the religion. The 

dervish version of Muslim. The hajj was remembered without  the religious ehram rather as a 

torment. As the religious people say that it is better not to know too much or the whole. 

Suicide is also a  taboo topic in the family. The writer points out the  choice of metaphor for 

war  depending on  different religious group. It talks about the cosmology of Muslim belief    

( Part 1, Chapter 7). 

The writer talks about the dowry system in th society.  

‘’The other things were what a girl from middle class family brings to er new 

home for which the husband’s  expectant family leaves a wide swath of space: 

abed, a steel almirah, a sofa-cum-bed , a namaz chawki, a dressing table, and so 

on.’’ Part 3, Chapter 8) 
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When Ahtesham talks about the Muslim society he talks about it with a reformist zeal. He 

does criticize only about the outer world he frons at the conservatism, fanatism and injustice 

within the Muslim world also.  

 

The peripheral man  

There is always a yearning for freedom from the time and at the same time for being belonged 

to something. ‘’At a moment , he wanted to reach somewhere , reach a place where he could 

step outside himself and see the past and present and future all at once.’’  The antagonism is a 

common torment for a peripheral individual. S/ he needs to belong to two or more world. On 

the other hand, this encounter makes a person balanced and save him from radicalism. (Part 1, 

Chapter 10). We see two peripheral men-Zamir who is the symbol of weakness and Aziz who 

is the symbol of dishonesty can easily be friend as both have left their family and met on the 

no-man’s ground.  

Intertextuality  

We have a clear reference to E M Forster’s novel A Passage to India in the text. In Forster , 

the cave was a place where  a confusion and a disorientation happened which the world 

interpreted in its own way later. In Zamir’s  Cave, people come to take refuse from the real 

world. People talk here but do not take the conversation seriously. ( Part 2, Chapter 1)  We 

remember  that Prophet Mohammad took refuse in the cave Hira to find the truth where he 

was visited by the Angel Gabriel. The prophet receives revelation in the Cave.    

The writer refers also to D H Lawrence.  Although it was not mentioned but he must have 

referred to Lawrence semi- biographical novel, Sons and lovers. Readers read the novel as his 

autobiography and some of the readers detested him for that.  In the chapter ‘’The End’’ he 

refers to Walter de la mare ’s poem which talks about transcendence of time and human’s 

relation with the universe.  ( Part 2 Chapter 14) 

In the third part , chapter 2, The writer refers to Irving Stone’s  Sailor on Horseback: The 

Biography of Jack London. Irvin Stone wrote the biography with a great grade of his artistic 

imaginary freedom. The only Hindi book Aziz Pathan had was God of Sin which describes the 

rise and fall of the spiritual leader Asaram. 

We find names like Freud , André Gide, Iqbal  in the novel that says the writer wants to take 

up concepts like  Freud’s  psychoanalytical theory or the socially unaccepted love or Sufism 

as  background concepts in the novel.  

Politics 

The writer is open about his political ideology. He is a progressive,  moderate, non-religious, 

culturally Muslim person who is not ready to accept any victim role. He is more incline to 

Sufism and  thinks that creation of Pakistan brought harm to Muslim community. He wants to 

keep the secular status  of Indian constitution  and is against any fanatism.    

The writer compares the foolishness that Zamir felt after drinking alcohol is like the 

foolishness felt at the India-Pakistan border check post. ( Part 2, Chapter 2) In Chapter 5 

Zamir thinks that  
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‘’ In a country that’s fundamentally secular, and where secularism is the bedrock 

of the constitution , using religion to polarise people and institutions or to favour 

or harm a particular community was such a dubious undertaking that no 

argument in its favour could hold sway.’’ ( Part 2, Chapter 6) 

History 

The writer mentions different historical events  to place the novel in a historical framework. 

He mentions the first freedom war against the English,  the Partition, the India Pakistan wars,  

the assassination of Indira Gandhi, The Sikh militant attack on the Hindus, Kashmir, the 

Union Carbide Factory gas leak, the demolition of The Babri Masjid. It gives the novel a 

point of reference and a sense of belonging to the Indian mainstream history.   

The changing city   

Bhopal is known in India for its pleasant weather , communal harmony, and cultural and 

educational advancement. Bhopal, the city, has a historical connection to Afghanistan. A 

Pashtun fighter with the Mughal army, Dost Mohammad Khan, was hired by Gond queen 

Rani Kamlapati for fighting on her behalf. He received Bhopal, a village, in lieu of payments. 

After the queen’s death, Khan killed her son and annexed Bhopal into areas earlier won by 

him. He turned Bhopal into a fortified city and started ruling it as a Nawab, a title used by 

Muslim rulers of the erstwhile princely states of India. The state was ruler by four Begum 

Nawabs.  

Bhopal is a major character in the novel. Zamir has  a problem in placing him in the new 

topography of the town. He cannot interact with the city as he used to do in his childhood. He 

walks around the city to meet someone. He expresses his frustration and says : ‘’The world 

has changed’’ and ‘’ Those who refused to accept that fact would be counted among the ill.’’  

( Chapter 2) 

The others  

Ahtesham creates character which does not like to take the prescribe victim’s role. Kamil 

Bhai names all ‘’Apayaya’’ instead of being stigmatised as a cursed for not being able to talk. 

Apayaya seems to the symbolic representation of the Muslims who cannot talk and hear, takes 

on the worst role in the society.  

Zamir thinks if the difference in  greeting people in different religious groups has any 

significance for Kamil bhai. ‘’But did these artificial dividing lines ( between the Muslims 

and the Hindus) have any real meaning for him?’’ He thinks, Zamir bhai is a part of him and 

without him, his biography would be incomplete.   

Epilogue part of the novel is very moving. Zamir sees that he joins with his father in a prayer 

for the missing  on the 6 dec 1992, the day of the demolition of the Babri Masjid. It may 

symbolise the end of the missing  Bhopālī  or the end of the communal peace, or the end of 

Innocence and the beginning of the Kali Yuga.   
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Conclusion 

The Tale of the Missing Man is a mock metafictional ( an inner fiction narrated by an inner 

persona, interacts with an outer narrator) 24romance where the protagonist tries to take the 

reader with him in a journey through an absurd world of his where there are more questions 

than the answers. It contradicts all the social, literary norms to question the authorities. 

Because of its structural excellence and thematic uniqueness, it claimed a permanent ground 

in the present Hindi literature. It gives human appearances to the Muslims characters. The 

readers receive a unique opportunity to experience the human emotion of its characters. They 

no longer represent ‘those’ suspicious Muslim individuals but any other human beings from 

anywhere on the planet. One can detect a progression from the local towards the universality.   

Ahtesham picks up the question of identity of the Muslims in India. It shows the complexity 

of the identity in India- how the  external changes influence the internal changes in this 

religious minority community. There are not many Muslim writers who have the skills and 

knowledge to represent their own community so vividly as Ahtesham did in the novel. He 

writes as an insider and as well as an outsider. 

Unfortunately, this talented writer who started his literary journey with a story  ‘’Ramajan 

Mein ek Maut’’ (A Death During Ramadan)  left us in the month of Ramadan after suffering 

from Covid for a period. 
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